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SIMMARY 

The hydrogen-bubble visualization technique has been 

adapted to the 12-inch variable-pressure water tunnel of the 

David Taylor Model Basin. An outline of this adaption and the 

operation of the technique: are described. 

Photographic techniques and analyses applied to the result¬ 

ing filas are discussed. Sources of error are delineated, par¬ 

ticularly with regard to the deceptive streakli.ie patterns that 

can be formed and especially the results of exceeding the velocity 

limitation imposed by the shedding phenomena taking place behind 

the platinum wires. Errors caused by compression and/or stretching 

of bubble lines along their length are discussed, and procedures 

are given for recognizing this type of error. In addition, cathode- 

wire configurations are described by which both longitudinal and 

transverse velocity profiles can be obtained in steady or unsteady 

water flows. 

Various cathode-wire configurations are described through 

which qualitative aspects of the flow about bodies as stagnation 

and separation point motions are depicted. 

IOTRO DUCT ION 

The uses of visualization techniques for the determination of the 

characteristics of fluid flows have become quite diversified since Reynolds' 

transition experiments in the 1880's. The introduction of visible media 

into fluid flows has been accomplished m many ways for the acquisition of 

either qualitative and/or quantitative flow characteristics. Injection of 

dyes into liquids or smoke into gasses through porous bodies or hypodermic 

needles, the homogenous mixing of visible "unity oil" - (Sp/Gr. ■ l) in 

water, the hypodermic injection of anlsol bubbles into boundary layers. 
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tellurium injection, electrochemiluminesence, etc. ere a few exmples. The 

merits of each visualization technique are based upon the extent of the dis¬ 

turbance to the fluid flow caused either by the injection method or by the 

injected medium itself and upon the accuracy with which the desired flow 

characteristics can be observed. 
% 

In most cases, such visualization techniques as mentioned above are 

useful for obtaining only the qualitative characteristics of a specific 

flow. Quantitative characteristics are usually achieved by means of such 

techniques as hot-wire anemonetry or pitot-tube surveys, etc. 
• T-* » -X’ ' 

Analysis of flow fields by means of dye-injection techniques to 

exhibit streakline patterns of the flow should be done with care as shown 
1* by Hama. This is very important in such unsteady flows as exist in 

boundary layer transition and in the oscillating wakes behind bodies. With 

a view toward surmounting this ambiguity connected with the streakline 

patterns and at the sane time achieving quantitative measurements such as 

time variant velocity profiles, the following scheme was Introduced by 

Geller. A small wire (0.001-in. diameter), positioned in a water flow, 

energized with a negative voltage and a positively energized terminal 

positioned in the same flow were so arranged as to construct an electrolysis 

of the flowing water. Because of the two-ti-one ratio of the resulting 

volumes of gas, hydrogen was chosen to exhibit the fluid motion. This hydro¬ 

gen gas is produced in the form of very small photographable bubbles on 

which the predominant force Is the drag due to local fluid motion. 

This hydrogen-bubble visualization technique can be particularly use¬ 

ful in propeller and hydrofoil research as performed in variable-pressure 

water tunnels. In addition to such quantitative results as time-variant 

velocity profiles in water flows, the bubble technique is qualitatively 

useful for observing flows around bodies. Separation phenomena, oscillating 

References are listed on page 26 . 
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flow patterns in the wakes of these bodies, and the time and space relation 

\ ships for these phenomena are examples of the quantitative value of the 

technique. 

Unfortunately, the bubble technique is not without disadvantages, e.g. 

certain velocity limitations. Included below is a discission of the velo¬ 

city limitations and the application of the hydrogen-bubble visualization 

technique to two-dimensional unsteady flows. A scheme is put forth through 

which a quantitative analysis of the longitudinal and transverse aspects 

of an unsteady water flow is achieved. 

The following is a description of the hydrogen-bubble visualization 

technique, its diversified capabilities, and its establishment at the 

David Taylor Model Basin. The study presented here was carried out under 

the General Hydromechanics Research Program, S-ROO9OIOI, Task 0103. 

USES AMD LIMITATIONS OP THE HYDROGEN-BUBBIE TECHNIQUE 

Basically, the hydrogen-bubble flow-visualization technique consists 

of an electrolysis process created by the excitation of cathode and anode 

terminals vetted by flowing water. The resulting gas formed at the 

cathode terminal is visible hydrogen gas which may be produced in the form 

of very bubbles. Analysis of the forces on a buoyant sphere in a 

steady slow-speed (Stokes flow) water flow shows that the buoyancy to 

drag ratio satisfies 

B/D - gd2/l8*U 

If the bubble size is sufficiently small, say a few thousandths of an 

inch, the buoyancy force is very small compared to the drag force. Con¬ 

sequently, the motion of the bubbles is dictated by the local water velo¬ 

city. This predominancy of drag over buoyancy is verified by the negligible 

rise rate of the small bubbles. Through this predominance of drag over 

buoyancy, water velocity profiles may be accurately obtained in tvo-dlmensloi 

low-speed flows. 
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To avoid altering the true value of the physical quantity being 

■easured, the terminals required for the electrolysis process are chosen 

to minimize the effect of their presence on the flow. The terminal chosen 

for the cathode is a very thin wire supported in the water flow at some 

location where the characteristics of the velocity field are desired, and 

the anode consists of the metal water tunnel or towing tank wall, or some 

suitably installed metallic terminal. Many different materials were used 

as cathode terminals and platinum was found to be most suitable for this 

purpose because of its corrosion resistance. Other materials used were 

stainless steel, copper, brass, bronse, and xlnc. 
When the thin cathode wire is energized with a dc power source, a 

continuous sheet of hydrogen bubbles is produced in the water. The rows 

of tiny bubbles which constitute the sheet are distorted according to the 

local characteristics of the flew field. 
Velocity profiles in two-dimensional flows are obtained by pulsing a 

voltage to such a wire. The cyclic generation of hydrogen along the wire 

produces patterns like those of Figure 1. Figure 1 shove an actual size 

view of the bubble patterns in the wake of a sy*etrical foil shape (chord- 

thickness ratio is 10:1) at 0-deg angle of attack. The view is parallel 

to the trailing edge and perpendicular to the chord of the foil. 
Figure 1 illustrates both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of 

the hydrogen-bubble technique. In addition to the quantitative data, such 

as the longitudinal velocity profile available at the vertical platinum 

wire 1/2 inch downstream of the foil trailing edge, qualitative information 

is provided on the reversal of flow at the plat 1mm wire. This reversed 

flow which is present at the vertical, lire is noted to extend upstream of 

the wire, past the trailing edge, and into the boundary layer of the foil 

shape. Such a reversed flow exists because of flow separation and continues 

as far upstrema as the location of the boundary-layer separation point on 

the foil shape. 
Figure 1 also Illustrates the manner in which the platinum wire is 

supported in the wake of the foil shape. The heavy wire or rod fieme is 

constructed and mounted so as to avoid errors induced by vibrations caused 
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by the flow around It. An Insulation (a vinyl plastic coating: Chem- 

Sol Plastisol aaterial) is applied to the portion of the wire holder which 

is submerged. The platimai wire is soldered to the horizontal rode that 

are visible at the top and bottoa of the figure. These two horizontal rods 

are welded to a vertical strut barely visible (and out of the plane of focui 

in the right background of the photograph. This vertical strut is position! 

so that it is not in the plane of the bubbles (the plane of focus) and, con¬ 

sequently, does not interfere with the bubble patterns near the platimai 

wire except near the soldered ends. The region behind the platinua wire 

affected by the horizontal wire supports is easily observed, and the wire 
is always positioned to utilize the center portion of the bubble patterns 

for flow analysis. Figure 2 shows four platinua wire holders. 

The distance between the bubble rows behind the wire depends on the 

velocity at the wire and the period of the pulsed voltage .2^ The velocity 

®t the wire is directly proportional to the bubble-row separation and 

inversely proportional to pulse period; the constant of proportionality is 

the scale factor encountered in the photograph (see analysis below). For 
the 0.001-in. wire shown in Figure 1, the diametral Reynolds number is 

below 1*0 for velocities in water up to 5 ft/sec. Consequently, there is 

no vortex shedding behind the wire itself as shown on page 17 of Reference 5 

The velocity recovery is assuaed to occur within a very short distance 

downstream of the 0.001-In. diameter wire. Ry this means, a close approxi¬ 

mation of the local longitudinal velocity profile is achieved. Rote that 

the determination of such a longitudinal velocity profile is achieved by 

these means only when the stretching or compressing of the bubble rows along 

thdr length is minute compared to their horizontal translations (see below) 

For a Reynolds m*ber, based upon the cylinder diameter, less than kO, 

the two vortices remain attached to the cylinder Independent of the time 

variable. That is, there is no oscillatory feature in the wake, and 

disturbances downstream of the cylinder appear to be rapidly damped out 

near the cylinder. In the range of Re between 40 and IÇO, the flow 

is termed stable." The flow behind the cylinder is characterized by 
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a i —hn*r flow and by vortices being shed from the regions downstreem of the 

separation points. The vortex streets in the wake are ultimately dissipated 

by the viscosity far downstresm from the cylinder. In the transition range, 

encompassing Re from I50 to 300» laminar-turbulent transition begins to 

appear in the free-stream layer that has separated from the cylinder. For 

Re from 300 to 10^, the flow is characterixed by the shedding of vortices 

consisting of turbulent fluid whose source seems to be the separated shear 

layer. Therefore, rows of hydrogen bubbles present in the cathode wire 

wakes for these latter three Re regimes can portray very deceptive patterns 

of the fluid velocity profiles. Accordingly, it is most desirable to 

operate the technique in fluid-flow velocities where the diametral Reynolds 

number is kept below 40. It is apparent that this can be done by controlling 

the fluid velocity, by selecting a suitable wire diameter, or by altering 

the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 
In addition to the applicability of the hydrogen-bubble technique to 

water flows, it has recently been established that the technique operates 

very successfully in water-glycerine mixtures (personal correspondence anu 

Reference 6). Such mixtures are extremely useful for changing fluid viscosity 

by means of temperature control. In this glycerine-water mixture, severax 

wire configurât line were used to obtain velocity profiles in which there 
existed an increasing vorticity distribution in time throughout the profile. 

Of particular significance, however, was the higher degree of photographic 

clarity and contrast obtainable in such mixtures. The velocities attained 

in this study were on the order of 6 in./sec. 
It is believed that velocities considerably in excess of th.s value 

can be investigated in these mixtures without sacrificing the bubble quality. 

The greatest percentage of glycerine used in the cited study was kO per¬ 

cent. However, it is felt that higher percentages could be used and 

acceptable bubble quality retained. 
The determination of velocity profiles in two-dimensional flows in 

which longitudinal and transverse components of velocity are of comparable 

magnitude should be done with great care. Figure 1 is a good Illustration 

of such a flow. When only longitudinal displacements of successive bubble 
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rows are taken as indicative of local velocity, large errors can occur. 

This is due to a visually undetectable stretching or compressing of the 
bubble rows along their length. 

Streamline patterns for steady water flows are also obtainable with 

the hydrogen-bubble technique. As described in Clutter et al, 2 it is 

possible to uniformly "kink" a 0.002 or 0.00i*-in. diameter wire by feeding 

it through a pair of gears. A 0.001-in. di*neter wire was found to be 

Inadequate in this respect because it would not retain the necessary kinkec 

configuration. When the wire is kinked and such a wire is excited by a 
dc voltage, electrolysis occurs along the entire length of the wire, but 

the hydrogen is dragged off the wire by the flow only at the downstream 

points of the kinks. In a steady flow, the resultant pattern is that of a 

series of streamlines. In unsteady flow, it is that of a series of streak- 
lines . 

Obviously, the larger diameter (0.00k in.) "kinked" wire causes a 

small disturbance to the flow. Therefore, the use of the kinked wire is 

limited to a velocity range in which the influence of the wire on the flow 

can be neglected. It is emphasized that care should be used in the employ¬ 

ment of the larger kinked wire for this reason. However, for 40 such 

a method does give a rapid means of visualizing the flow field by streak- 
line traces. 

When a pulsed excitation is imparted to the kinked wire, the streak¬ 

lines are changed into dashed lines. There dashed lines are then illus¬ 

trative of the accelerations and the velocities which exist in the fluid. 

It was found that discrete dashes could be achieved with a voltage puite 

having very small rise and drop times.2 Otherwise, dashes with blurred 

ends result, i.e., the tips and the tails of the white bubble lines are 

fuzzy. In the work carried out at DIME it was found, however, that ever, 

with very short rise andà*? times (less than 15 ms), when the velocity of 

flow past the kinked wire is sufficiently large, i.e., 10 to 15 ft/sec, the 

tips and tails of dashes become blurred. This is felt to be the result of 
vortex shedding from such a wire configuration. 
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A Beamt of uniquely aarklng fluid particles so that both comments 

of velocity are Illustrated vas accomplished by Inserting two cathode wires 

(one kinked, the other straight) in the two-diaensional flow. The resultant 

bubble pattern is a ccab 1nation of tlæ and streaklines. (Tine lines are 

the loci of fluid particles which were located at the platim* wire at a 

previous time (Reference U).) The two wires were installed so that the 

.esultlng hydrogen bubbles were contained in planes which practically coin¬ 

cided. space should be allowed between these plans so that the 

presence of one wire does not influence the notion if the bubbles fron the 

other wire. The direction of observation should be perpendicular to both 

places of bubbles. A sketch is ah own in Figure 3a. 

The longitudinal displacement of the intersections of bubble lines is 

proportional to the longitudinal component of velocity, and the transverse 

displacement of these saae intersections is proportional to the transverse 

coaponent of velocity. The incorporation into this analysis of the longi¬ 

tudinal streaklines from the kinked wire enables deteminetion of the 

transverse component of velocity at the downstream ext realties of the kinLed 

wire. Obviously, this particular technique for aarklng specific fluid 

particles will be Inadequate when the flow has velocity components of com¬ 

parable aagnltudes in all three spatial directions. 

The analysis to obtain the longitudinal and transverse velocity profiles 

at a single location in steady or unsteady flow then proceeds as follows. As 

a transverse bubble row iff swept off the straight wire, intersections with 

each of the longitudinal lines are visible looking perpendicular to both 

planes of bubbles. These intersections are then dragged downstream in 

accordance with the velocity profile. When the subsequent rows of bubbles 

are dragged off the straight wire, another series of intersections is 

observed. Since these intersections are formed after an interval of time 

equal to the pulse period, the transverse displacement referenced to seem 

visible datvai point divided by the pulse period is proportional to the 

transverse velocity. This velocity is a quasi-steady one taken over the 

pulse period and, accordingly, the pulse period should be much smaller than 

the period of any flow oscillations. The initial transverse spacing of the 
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horizontal bubble lines is that of the wave length of the kink In the 

ih»iw«* wire. Increasing or decreasing this spacing is therefore achieved 

by suitably adjusting this wave length. K photograph of a spider-web 

bubble pattern can be seen in the wake of a circular cylinder in Figure U. 

Vote that an analysis like that described above can be perfonsed only when 

the two bubble-generating wires are positioned as shown in Figure 3a. The 

wire configuration shown in Figure 3a and the previously described analysis 

were successfully employed, and results can be seen in Reference 6. 
Another way of achieving these Intersecting patterns of hydrogen 

bubbles is accomplished without the use of kinked wires. If straight 

(0.001-in. dlneter) wires energised with dc excitation are installed Jlke 

rungs in a ladder (Reference k) in the flow so that the line of vision is 

parallel to the rungs, the steady sheet of bubbles from each wire rung appea 

as a Htm» to the observer. Positioning another wire in the usual manner 

(shown in Figure 3b), l.e., perpendicular to the direction of vision, enablei 

creation of the transverse rows of bubbles such that an intersection of 

bubble lines is visible. Additional intersections are obtainable with 

additional wires. The wires Installed as ladder rungs which are oriented 

parallel to the direction of vision do not have to produce bubbles along 

their entire length to create these intersections. Vires which are 

coated with a thin waterproof Insulator except for come small Interval 

at the center of the wire suffice for the production of a bubble line as 

seen by the observer. It is Important that the insulation be thin to 

avoid vorticity shedding from the Insulated portions of the rungs. The 

wire which receives pulsed excitation (viewed perpendicular to its length) 

can then be positioned in or out of these ribbons of bubbles. Such a scheme 

has several advantages. One is the lifting of the velocity limitation due 

to the shedding phenomena behind the 0.004-in. diameter kinked wire. Anothei 

Is tbs flexibility of choice of spacing between the longitudinal lines. 
Positioning the transverse wire in the sheets of bubbles streaming from 

the rung wires aleo enables visual determination of whether or not vortex 

shedding is taking place from the transverse wire, l.e., for Re> 40. 
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Ab the above scheme for measuring tvo-dlmensional steady or unsteady 

velocity profiles Is accomplished at specific locations In a plane, It Is 

necessary that the bubble-line Intersections be sufficiently numerous to 

enable a "continuous" determination of the velocity field. That is, the 

separation of the streaklines fitxn the vire rungs and the separation of the 

time lines have to be such that the resulting quantitative data enable a 

smooth extrapolation for the velocity value points of measured values. In 

this way, one is then able to describe velocity profiles by a smooth 

curve. However, a photograph with an Inordinate number of bubble line 

intersections can be tedious and difficult to interpret for quantitative 

results. 

The velocity field may he calculated in another manner when a motion- 

picture film strip has been taken of bubble distortions in a particular 

velocity field. When particular fluid particles, as marked by individual 

bubbles, are followed from frame to frame, division of the vector distance 

between bubbles by the small known time interval between frame exposure 

determines the magnitude and direction of velocity components throughout 

the field. This procedure and the one previously described for determining 

velocity profiles from a single frame are greatly expedited by the use of 

film readers such as the Benson-Lehner Corporation Oscar Model F (X 1026 G) 

System. This method of velocity field determination can become extremely 

difficult, if not impossible, when there are many similarly sized and 

indistinguishable bubbles on successive film frames. One way to eliminate 

this difficulty is to use the spider-web bubble patterns to enmesh the 

desired velocity field. The bubble translations can then be traced relative 

to seme datum point observable on the film frame in a very organized fashion. 

As previously mentioned, the adjustable grid size enables one to specify 

the number of intersection points in the velocity field. 

The qualitative aspects of higher speed (3 to 5 ft/sec and above this 

range) oscillating wakes may be observed without a photograph as follows. 

Consider the flow about a foil shape or flat plate behind which the 

shedding vortices are moving into the wake so rapidly that physical 

visualization of the bubble patterns is difficult when a continuous lighting 
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scheme provides the Illumination. Using stroboscopic lighting, let a 

straight platinum wire, oriented perpendicular to the vahe of the body (as 

shown in Figure l) be energized with pulsed excitation. If the strobotac 

frequency is adjusted to be equal to the frequency of vortex shedding, the 

motion of these vortices will cease. Now if the pulsed excitation frequenc; 

is adjusted to freeze the bubble rows and space them a, “at l/U in. apart 

in the free-stream velocity field, the entire bubble pattern will become 

stationary. The pulse frequency required to achieve a completely frozen 

bubble pattern must be an integral multiple of the strobe frequency. The 

spacing of lA in* between free-stream bubble rows is an approximate value; 

the spacing should be such that the wake is not excessively congested by 

needless amounts of hydrogen bubbles. (Should the strobotac (or shedding) 

frequency be desired, it can easily be numerically determined using an EPIT 

(events per unit time) meter to monitor the strobotac output signal.) Flgu: 

shows a photograph of such a frozen bubble pattern. The transverse develop¬ 

ment of the wake in the longitudinal direction is apparent from such a photc 

graph. In light of Hama's work,^ it is stressed that care should be used li 

interpreting the photographic results such as those Shown in Figure k. 

In order to specify the actual positions of vortices in thé wake of 

such a foil or flat plate body, the following procedure should be used. Le-» 

a platinum wire holder configuration (as shown in Figure 3b) be positioned 

in and perpendicular to the wake of the body. With both wires properly- 

energized, the resulting bubble patterns should be illuminated using the 

improved lighting scheme discussed in the LIGHTING section. Photograph the 

spider-web patterns with a motion-picture camera using a film speed chosen 

to achieve a sufficient number of frames of the cyclic phenomena taking 

place in the time Interval of the shedding period. This could be 10, 20, 

or 30 frames per second, depending on the continuity desired between filr. 

frames. Guiding values for such a film rate can easily be obtained using 

the strobotatlc illuminating stheme described above. Having this strip 

of film of the cyclic translations of the bubble line intersections, use a 

film remler to quantitatively analyze the time variant, two-dimensional 

velocity fields. The velocity of the wake vortices is obtained by 
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■ultIp ly le# their vare length by the frequency of the strobotac lighting 

vhlch "freetea" their aotion. When the velocity of the vortices In the vake 

Is subtracted froa this detemlned velocity field, one Is then able to 

specify the actual centers of rotation of the vake vortices to within the 

accuracy permitted by the clarity of the photographs. Such a result enables 

quantitative analysis of the entire vake flow field, provided of course, 

that the transverse disensión of the vake permits the bubble line Inter¬ 

sections to be observable on the screen of the fila analyzer. Excessive 

bubble line congestion can cause this analysis to be tedious. If not impossible 

In addition tc< vake vldth dimension, vhlch Is dependent on body sizes, vater 

speeds, etc., the experimenter any be able to eliminate bubble line congestion 

by altering the pulsed excitation frequency and/or the spacing between the 

the plat 1mm vire rungs of the ladder wire configuration. 

TEST FACILITY 

To achieve a tvo-dlaens 1 onal vater flow, the test section of the 12- 

Inch variable-pressure vater tunnel at the David Taylor Model Basin (Ref¬ 

erence 7) vas aodlfled in the following manner. A plexiglas circular tube 

(Figure 6) vas Installed In the existing open-Jet test section to fora an 

txl■yatrlcal closed-Jet test section. Into this plexiglas tube were 

Installed the straight, parallel plexiglas liners that are shown In Fig¬ 

ure 6. The perpendicular distance between the liners Is 6.66 In. The 

flow vhlch precedes this test section vos aade to change smoothly frea the 

circular upstream tunnel shape to the straight-sided plexiglas section by 

aean^ of tvo alimlnv transition pieces Installed In the entrance nozzle. 

A pitot survey of the longitudinal velocity distribution revealed that 

departures froa a total average velocity (averaged over the whole test 
section) were less than 3 percent. Tranaverse velocity components were not 

■ensured. Departures froa the average test section velocity occurred pri¬ 

marily In tvo places. The first occurred near the vail of the test section 

as could be expected due to the presence of the boundary. The other occurred 

due to a slowly aovlng "slug" of vater centered in the test section. Similar 
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departure3 were fo’^nd in a previous survey in the open-Jet test section, 

where the deviations from the average were from 3 to 5 percent (see Ref¬ 

erence 8). This agreement with the previous survey was comfortirg in that 

the two-dimensional section introduced no new departures from the average 

and, in fact, reduced those known to exist. 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

Because the load resistance (i.e., the electrical resistance across tt 

terminals of the pulse generator) can vary with each water tunnel or 

towing tank, the electrical specifications of one pulse generator which 

operates very well in one water tunnel may be insufficient to produce 

similar bubbles in another water facility. The proper equipment specifica¬ 

tions can be obtained as follows. First, an estimate should be made to 

determine the maximum dimension of the flow fields which are to be visually 

studied. For instance, in the case of a hydrofoil study, the width of the 

wake (looking perpendicular to the chord and parallel to the spar length) 

might be the largest dimension. For a visual study of the wake looking 

perpendicular to the span length, the span length would be the maximum 

linear dimension needed for the wetted platinum wire. Once this length is 

determined, a platinum wire of this dimension should be installed ir the 

center of a test section of the water tunnel. This wire is then energized 

with a dc power supply using the tunnel (or toa channel or suitably install 

anode) as the ether terminal. Readings of veltage and currant taker for 

different flow velocities allow one to determine the load resistan.;e of 

the water tunnel or tow channel. 

From the load resistance, a desirable size for the lengths of nhe 

mews should be ie+ erained. It has been found that a value of C.okl ir. is 

an appropriately chctographable .width for the rows of hydrogen bubble 

clusters. The bubble rows in Figure 7 are of this size and therefore tha 

above value was so chosen. This is not a sacred number, however; it is 

dependent upon the lighting and photographic setup in that whatever car- 
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be made tc show the fluid velocity patterns clearly on fila will suffice. 

At some indicative value of the total pressure, the coulomb transfer across 

the surface area of the wetted wire can then be determined. In the time 

interval of the pulse width, this coulomb transfer specifies the required 

current. This current is expressed by: 

u 
where 

I is the current, 

e is the charge of an electron, 

A is Avogodro's number, 
p is the pressure at the water surface, 

T is the specific weight of the water, 

h is the depth of the platinum wire, 

d is the width of the hydrogen bubble row, 

L is the length of the hydrogen bubble row, 

R is the Universal Gas Constant, u 
W is the pulse width, and 
T is the tempe rat-ire. 

Now the power per pulse can be specified and the electrical equipment output 

determined when line losses are incorporated into the above result. 

The hydrogen bubbles observed in the work reported here were produced 

by several different power supplies. The dc power supply which was used to 

excite the kinked wire (ECMB unit, Type lJ*OA, Serial 101) transmitted a 

cf 150 V and 500 ma to the wetted wire. A continuously variable 

voltage amplitude was available by means of this dc power supply. The 

insertion of a suitable switch in the output of this power supply permitted 

a polarity reversal which was very helpful in keeping the wetted wire free 

from platinum oxides. 
In addition to the dc power supply, a Hewlett-Packard Model 214a 

Pulse Generator was used for the pulsed power supply. This unit delivered 

0 - 170 V into the approximately 300-ohm load resistance and produced 

excellent bubble rows for flow velocities up to about 5 ft/sec. The output 



signal of this pulse generator had a reversible polarity and a 10-cps to 

l-acps continuously adjustable repetition rate vith a pulse width range 

fra 0.05 to 10.0 as. The sharply rising and dropping voltage pulse, 

attained with this Instrusent, was found to give distinct edges to the 

bubble rows. The characteristics of the output of this unit, such as pulse 

width, period, and amplitude, were accurately aonltored by a Tektronix 

RM-503 Oscilloscope (see Figure 8). 

For clear and concise bubble rows at higher flow velocities, the out¬ 

put of this pulse generator was amplified by the circuit shown In Figure 9. 

Through this aapUfler, the voltage transalt ted to the wetted wire could 

be Increased to aore than kOOV. 

LIGHTING 

Ordinary floodlights were found too bulky to aount properly In the 

hatch of the water tunnel, and they produced Insufficient light. According: 

the existing tunnel flash tubes (Edgerton, Gemeshauser, and Grier FX-22) 

were installed In the test section of the tunnel in their 28-inrh glass tub« 

aounts In the hatch of the water tunnel (see Reference 7'• They laproved 

the situation soaewhat but could not be focused properly upon the buhóle 

rows. These lights were used for stroboscopic lighting and gave 5000-w, 

4800-V flashes. 

In order to attain Increased clarity between the white bubble rows 

and the black background, two 100-w Sylvanla "sun guns" were mounted 

beneath the hatch cover and above the water surface. Figure 10 shows two 

"sun guns" aounted in the drained test sections. These very coapact and 

extremely bright lights proved very satisfactory for flow velocities as 

high as 5 or 6 ft/sec. Not only can these particular lights withstand water 

being splashed on thea, but they can also operate continuously when com¬ 

pletely sutaaerged; the submerging advantage obviously eliminates the water- 

surface reflection effect. This submerging characteristic Is a distinct 

convenience because the proper Illumination of the bubble rows requires that 
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the light be directed at the bubbles to for» an angle of about 125 deg with 

the line cf vision. For this type of illuaination, the sketchee in 

Figure 11 show a means of increasing the amount of light properly 

directed at the bubble rows. 
Such an increase in the amount of light would undoubtedly allow a 

faster shutter speed for photographic purposes. The bubble motions in the 

higher speed flows would be satisfactorily "stopped" to pemit the use of 

this steady "sun gun" lighting for higher flow velocities. 
When higher flow velocities were achieved in the water tunnel, the 

steady "sun gun" lighting was insufficient. Reference h<*re is to velocities 

in the range of 10 to 3¡6 ft/sec. To achieve suitable lighting at these 
velocities, strobotacs were used to slow down and "freeze" the motion of the 

rapidly moving bubble rows. Figure 12 shows two General Radio Type \531-A 

Strobotac units mounted in the tunnel test section. These units were driven 

synchronously by a General Radio Type 1217-B Unit Pulse Generator. The 

flash rate was accurately determined by the digital readout of Hewlett- 

Packard Model 522B Electric Counter. The flexibility available through the 

continuously variable flash repetition rate and the continuously variable 

pulse frequency to the wetted wire proved to be extremely helpful in the 

subsequent film analysis as described below. 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

The resulting bubble patterns co*uld easily be observed visually and 

photographically. To achieve sufficient photographic contrast between 

bubble patterns and the dark background, a unique photographic recipe was 

developed. The most satisfactory 35-na still camera was a Leica Model M-2 

with a 50-an Sunni cron lens and a dual range finder for close focusing. 

Plus-X film rated at ASA 400 was found to give the best results. This 

film was developed in Acufine for th recommended time plut' 25 percent. 

The printed results were made by Polycontract "F” paper usi.ig a So. 9 

filter and developed in D-72. 
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Motion-picture photography of the bubble motions was successfully 

accomplished with 35- and 70-nm Mitchell High-Speed FC Chronograph cameras. 

The chronograph attachment was not used on either of the cameras. Although 

higher film speeds were available, the 70-imn Mitchell camera was operated 

at approximately 25 frames per second. This frame speed was found to be 

acceptable in stopping the flow patterns for free-stream velocities up to 

about 5 ft/sec. Figure 8 shows the photographic and pulse-generation equip¬ 

ment in the observation booth of the water tunnel. Prints of these motion 

films enabled observation of the cyclic motion of the separation point on a 

solid surface, the subsequent roll-up of this fluid into discrete vortices, 

and the shedding of these vortices into the downstream wake of the body. 

For reasons of compactness a¿.a 'ase of film handling, the 35-nsn Mitchell 

camera replaced the 70-nm. Film analysis, i.e., the cyclic portrayal of 

events behind solid bodies, proceeded in exactly the same manner. 

SOME OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 

The electrical operation of the technique proceeds as follows. A 

platinum wire of appropriate length is properly oriented in the velocity 

field (Figure 3b ) • A suitably installed anode terminal is connected to 

the ac cr ic power source. In the case of dc power, the amplitude of the 

voltage is adjusted to form a white and photographable sheet of bubbles. 

The bubble diameter should he such as to minimize bubble rise due to 

buoyancy. It is noted that excessively high voltages cause sporadic forma¬ 

tion of large bubbles which rise due to their buoyancy. In the case of ac 

excitation, the pulse frequency should be chosen in accord with an analysis 

similar tc that in Reference 4. The analysis is directed toward optimum 

measuring conditions and is pertinent when the cross-derivative terms are 

negligible in the series expansion of the longitudinal velocity. When the 

pulse frequency has been properly chosen, the pulse width is then adjusted 

to render the bubble lines photographable without excessive buoyancy 

effects. 
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The clarity of the bubble lir.es is very sensitive to the cleanliness 

of the cathode wire. Removal of debris which accumulates on the wire can 

be achieved in several ways. For example, the wire may be removed from the 

water and carefully etched with a 20-percent solution of nitric acid. How¬ 

ever, debris accumulates so frequently that this method becomes cumbersome. 

When convenient access to the cathode wire or its wire holder is available, 

a delicate striking of the wire holder with an electrically insulated object 

suffices to loosen accumulated debris. It is of considerable importance to 

incorporate this accessibility feature into the design of any closed test 

arr.-tion in which the hydrogen-bubble technique is to be used. Another is to 

strike the metal side of the water tv nel with a small hammer. 

The following method, which was discovered quite by accident, is fre¬ 

quently more efficient and incomparably more convenient than any of the 

others cited. In order to observe the bubble lines from an anode wire, the 

pulse polarity was reversed or. a wire which had been Just operating for some 

time as a cathode hydrogen-generating wire. When the polarity was changed 

back again, the resulting hydrogen-bubble lines were amazingly concise and 

distinct. The technical details of such a wire-cleaning procedure were not 

investigated but it was felt that it was due to an electrostatic repulsion 

process. Therefore, it has been found very convenient to arrange the 

energizing circuit so tl*at one has such a means available to clean the wire 

while it is in the moving flow. 

Another method which has been found effective is to energize the wire 

before the fluid is in motion. The generated hydrogen rises immediately 

and an upward flow is produced all about the vertical wire which sweeps 

debris up and off the vertical wire. However, of all these methods, the 

polarity reversal methos is the one most frequently used. 

SOME PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The bodies about which the flow was visualized a*e shown in Figure 13. 

The foil shapes are TM3 modified NACA 66 profiles. Chord-to-thickness 

ratios are 10:1 and 5:1; both chord lengths are 6 in. The circular 
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cylir.der is 1 in. in diameter. The two remaining bodies in the figure are 

both plates. The plate on ♦he right in Figure 13 has dimensions 2 by l/2 

•r.d all surfaces are 1’la*; the o*her also has a 2-in. chord but a thicknes 

of i/U in. and a rounded leading edge with a flat trailing edge l/U in. 

thick. The spanwise dimension of all the cylindrical bodies is 6.66 in. 

The photographic results for rhe various cathode-wire configurations 

and experimental setups are .how:, in Figure 1 and in Figures lU through 1? 

In Figure 1 the flow characteristics downstream of the trailing edge of tht 

10:1 aspect ratio foil shape are portrayed by the bubble patterns. Instan¬ 

taneous velocity profiles at the location of the 0.001-in. diameter platiro 

cathode wire are obtained in the manner previously described* For such an 

undertaking, an enlargement of the photograph of the bubble patterns in 

the wake region behind tne wire facilitates the velocity determination. 

Enlargements of different photographs are shown in Figure 7. The bright 

area in the left side of tne photographs is a light reflection off the shai 

trailing edge of the plate. The specification of position in such a compu¬ 

tation is best done with ar. observable datum point italch appears in the phot 

graph and is located in the plane of the bubbles. For unsteady flows, 

similar to the one shown in Figure 1, the time-variant velocity profile at 

one location in tne wa-te is obtainable with a series of photographs encom¬ 

passing the period of oscillation. An entire wake survey can be obtained 

with successive locations of the cathode wire downstream of the trailing 

edge. Although this ca*: be a laborious process, a result of considerable 

significance is achieved. Such a survey was performed, not in a wake 

flow, but in a very thick boundary layer, by Hama and Nutant (Reference 3)- 

They were amorg the first to use the hydrogen-bubble technique and 

excellent photographic results were obtained in this low-speed investigatic 

Figure Ik illustrates a ♦■ypical bubble patcerr. about the 10:1 aspect 

ratio foil shape lor a situation in which a kinked wire waa positioned 

upstream of the leadi-g edge and energized with de voltage. Note the dis¬ 

tortions of the mainstream flow due to the present* of the body. In 

addition, the streaklir.es demonstrare the involvement of the free-stream 

flew in the wake region behind the body. 
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To visualize flow characteristics very close to the body, i.e., in the 

boundary layer of the body, it is necessary to insert the streaklines into 

the boundary layer itself. This is done by positioning the kinked wire 

very close to the leading edge of the body so that the streaklines begin 

in the stagnation region and are dragged around the body in accordance with 

the boundary-layer characteristics. Caution should be used, however, in 

interpreting these streakline patterns. Hama has shown that very deceptive 

streakline patterns can be obtained in shear flows. That is, streakline 

rollup patterns can be wrongly interpreted as illustrating concentration 

of vorticity in shear flows in which there is no wave amplification what¬ 

soever. Streakline patterns about the 1-in. diameter cylinder are shown 

in Figure 15. In this series of photographs the streaklines portray the 

cyclic behavior of and the mainstream participation in the flow developments 

behind the cylinder. 
The hydrogen-bubble technique can also be conveniently utilized to 

determine the position of the separation point of the flow about a body. 

To use the technique in this manne»*, however, two wires operating in the 

flow simultaneously are usually needed. Because of the separation from the 

body of the streaklines due to boundary-layer characteristics, it becomes 

necessary to put bubbles into the flow downstrema of the separation point• 

Thus, the streakltos upstream of the position of separation exhibit the 

expected velocity gradient: 

where u is the longitudinal velocity of the flow in the boundary layer and 

y is the transverse coordinate perpendicular to the surface of the body. 

The position of separation is defined as the position on the body where 

Downstream of the separation point, the flow is reversed and 
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Therefore, rieually, the specification of a positive velocity gradient up to 

a certain position on the foil surface, and a similar specification of a 

reversed floe condition proceeding in the opposite direction up to a certain 

position, indicates that separation must occur between these respective 

locations When the interval between such points is very snail, the 

prediction of the location of the separation point is accurate. Figure 16 

shows such an interval between positive and negative velocity gradients. 

The two wires in the flow are straight and excited with a d-c voltage. One 

is positioned at the front stagnation point of the foil shape and illustrate« 

a positive velocity gradient. The other is smoothly attached perpendicular 

to the surface of the foil and supplies bubbles into a reversed flow region. 

In the thin interval between these groups of bubbles lies the separation 

point on the surface of the body. The separation stresmline is contained 

between these two groups of hydrogen bubbles. Motion-picture photography 

of such a separation region obviously enables daterai nation of any cyclic 

motion of this point and the correlation of such motion with wake phenomena. 

One of the more severe limitations of the hydrogen-bubble technique, 

which has »te« been found by other investigators. Is ths low-velocity 

flows to which the technique has been confined. This Is primarily due to 

the delicate hardware U4>ed to Install bubbles in a water flow. To Install 

a 0.001-in. diameter platinum wire in a water flow so that the wire remained 

straight, the following was done. A heavy rod or steel wire frame, which 

VM adequr tely insulated from the water, was made into the configuration 

visible in Figures 1 and 2. The thin cathode wire was soldered across the 

two cantilevered portions of the wire holder. Before the two ends of the 

wire were soldered, however, the cantilevered portions of the wire holder 

were bent together very slightly. When the remaining end of the wire was 

soldered, these portions of the holder were released and stretched the 

thin wire taut. As one can easily imagine, the amount of wire-holder 

bending required extensive practice before ccmgmtent wire installations 
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were achieved. The result of such a process was a wire Installed as In 

Figure 1. However, such a configuration required very little lateral drag 

force to cause breakage of the wire - usually at the solder Joint. Suf¬ 

ficient lateral drag force for breakage was produced at water velocities as 

low as 1 to 3 ft/sec. Obviously, the susceptibility to breakage also depends 

on the initial wire tension. 

To surmount this difficulty, a new wire-support mechanism was devised 

by Mr. John Coon of the Model Basin. This new manner of positioning wires 

utilized two rods of elliptical cross section (major axis l/k in., minor 

axis l/l6 in.). One such rod was mounted through the top and the other 

through the bottom of the closed-Jet test section. The plexiglas test section 

was modified to enable positioning the platinum wire at any location in the 

streamline direction. Because of tne elliptic section, rod vibration due to 

vortex shedding was radically reduced and the Increased rigidity of the 

supports was apparent. A disadvantage of such a support system was that the 

wire could not be easily stretched into a straight configuration. When 

this was attempted, breakage usually occurred. The non-taut wire was then 

used and, although the wire assumed the form of a catenary, an extremely 

high water velocity could be obtained before breakage occurred. In fact, 

tunnel velocities as high as 16 ft/sec were achieved. Figure 5 shows the 

results of such a high-velocity flow situation. 

For the above-mentioned velocity profile determination, It is not of 

critical importance that the cathode wire be straight. The significant 

features are bubble-line separation in the transverse direction or loca¬ 

tions of particular bubble-line Intersections in successive film frames, 

pulse frequency and motion-film rate, and the scale factor encountered in 

the photography. For the streamwlse specification of the location of the 

computed velocity profile, it is convenient to adjust the catenary-shaped 

wire so that the vertically sloped section occupies the center of the 

wake. This provides for initially straight and transverse bubble lines 

in the wake region at the streamwlse location of the wire. 

Additional difficulties in using the hydrogen-bubble technique are 

caused by vertex shedding behind the thin cathode wire. This vortex 
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shedding causes rapid diffusion of the otherwise distinct edges of the 

bubble rows. Further probleas, which tlae liaitat ions in the present 

Investigation did not permit studying, related to the possibiUty of 

excessive, but undetectable, wire oscillation and the deceptive velocity 

fields behind these thin wires. It is obvious that such a body in a flow 

has its own wake and this may obscure the wake profile that Is being 

Investigated behind a foil or other shape. However, as seen In the photo* 

graph, the delicate hardware can be arranged to Install hydrogen bubbles In 

flows having velocities far beyond speeds of 1 ft/sec. It Is logical to 

expect, therefore, thit small, more delicate wires may be similarly 

Installed in flowa where velocities reach 10 to 15 ft/sec without Intro¬ 

ducing the shedding errors that undoubtedly exist behind an 0.001-in. 

diameter wire in flow velocities of 10 to 15 ft/sec (R^ > to). 

The following cathode-wire configuration has been found convenient In 

determining the general characteristics of the three dimensionality of a 

supposedly "two-dimensional" flow. The wire should be installed in the 

flow in such a way that it is parallel to the generatrix of the body 

about which the flow Is being studied. For Instance, If the wire is 

positioned parallel to the trailing edge of the foil shape and perpendi¬ 

cular to the flow direction, the "plan view" of the velocity field can 

be observed. In fact, this was done by Hama and Hutant and the wire was 

energised by a pulsed excitation. Figure 17 Illustrates such a wire con¬ 

figuration. The excitation of the wire near the trailing edge is with dc 

voltage. The upstream kinked wire Is energised similarly. In this 

case, the trailing-edge wire Is crudely attached to the straight walls of 

the test section by means of tape. It should be mentioned that photography 

parallel to the resulting wake bubble patterns produces blurred and 

apparently poorly focused photographs. This is especiadly true for the 

short depth of focus encountered with the necessary shutter openings. As 

was done in Reference 3, photography should be performed perpendicular to 

such bubble patterns; unfortunately, time did not permit the alterations 
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necessary for such photography. However, with the naked eye (or proper 

photography) one can gain considerable insight into the three dimensionality 

encountered in the wake of these "two-dimensional" bodies. The literature 

verifies that such flows can be extremely predominant (Reference 10) in 

reality. 
When experimental investigations are considered in water, it is 

apparent that with discrete siting of characteristic body lengths of models, 

it is important that the water velocities needed to meet specific partmeter 

values are adaptable to the necessary bubble quality. Although it has been 

definitely verified that velocities can exceed certain values without wire 

breakage, there is a decrease in bubble quality with Increased water velo¬ 

city, not to mention the increased likelihood of vortex shedding error which 

undoubtedly occurs at higher flow velocities. 
Further flexibility in the bubble technique is attained by allowing 

a particular portion of a metallic model to act as a cathode terminal (see 

Reference 2). When this was attempted, the bubbles were unevenly dragged 

from the body, apparently because of excessive boundary-layer thickness. 

Therefore, whan the model itself is used as a cathode terminal, the local 

fluid velocity has to be sufficient to drag the bubbles into the flow. A 

dielectric covering (paint or plastic tape) can easily be applied to the 
entire surface of the body in the flow with the exception of the region 

where the bubbles a’-e to be produced. Another way to achieve the sane 

effect is to imbed a platinum wire or other conductor into the surface of 

a plastic or nonconducting body. One has then only to energise either the 

entire body or the imbedded conductor with a dc voltage to obtain a steady 

stream of bubbles from any point on the surface of the body. Pulsed 

excitation was found rather unsuccessful due to the uneven shedding of 

bubbles between electric pulses. An attempt was made to utilise the trail¬ 

ing edge of the foil shapes in such a manner, but the velocities in this 

region for very smell angles of attack were apparently insufficient to 

drag bubbles into the flow evenly all along the entire span of the body. 

Although the bubbles were not dragged evenly (as a sheet of bubbles) into 

the flow along the span length, one could observe whether or not the 
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downstream stagnation streamline Intersected the trailing edge of the body. 

Such an observation resulted from the visible reversed flows on the upper 

and lower foil surfaces or the absence thereof In the region of the trailing 

edge of the body. Therefore, determination of the satisfaction or the vio¬ 

lation of the Kutta-Joukowskl condition is p<ssible; the degree of accuracy 

depends on the accuracy with which the conductors were positioned on the 

surface of the foil. Such a determination would undoubtedly employ the 

definition of separation point and reversed flow discussed earlier and the 

lighting scheme as sketched In Figure 11. An experiment using essentially 

this same method for specifying the position of separation is described 
in Reference 9- 

For xnstance, in the surface of a plastic foil shape, wire conductors 

which can be energized separately are placed so that they are parallel to 

the trailing edge and spaced, e.g., 0.010 in. apart; then the point of 

separation could be determined on this foil to an accuracy of not less than 

0.010 in. Such accuracy is achieved by observing between which two wires 

the velocity gradient is normal to the surface and changes sign. 
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Figure 5 Typical Bubble Patterns Behind a Two-Inch Plate 
(Freestream Velocity Is 16 fps) 
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Figure 6 - Twelve-Inch ID Plexiglas Closed-Jst Test Section with 

Two-Dimenaional Sides Installed 



Figure 7 - Enlargement of Bubble Patterns in the Wake of a Flat Plate vl 
Sharp Trailing Edge (Freestreain Velocity is 1 fps) 
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Figur* 8 - L*lc* CŒcr* azul Pula* 0*oeration Eqv »*nt 
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Puls* Out 

Figure 9 - Amplifier Unit Built for Hewlett-Packard Pula« Oenemtor 
Model 214-A 
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Figure 10 - Two Sylvania "Sun Oune" Mounted In Drained Tert Section 
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Figure 11 - View Parallel to Stream Velocity (Looking Upstream) of One 
Lighting Sehe«!1 (a) and an Improved Setup (b) 
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Figure 12 - Two General Radio St robot ac» Mounted In Hatch of Tfeat Section 
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Figure 14 - Streekline Pattern About a Foil Shape, Aspect Ratio la 10:1 
(Free st re an Velocity Is 1 fps ) 
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The hydrogen-bubble visualization technique has been adapted to the 12-Inch 
variable-pressure water tunnel of the David Taylor Model Basin. An outline of 
this adaptIon and the operation of the technique are described. 

Photographic techniques and analyses applied to the resulting films are dis¬ 
cussed. Sources of error are delineated, particularly with regard to the decep¬ 
tive streakline patterns that can be formed and especially the results of exceed¬ 
ing the velocity’limitation imposed by the shedding phenomena taking place behlnc 
the platinum wires. Errors caused by compression and/or stretching of bubble 
lines along their length are discussed, and procedures are given for recognizing 
this type of error. In addition, cathode-wire configurations are described by 
which both longitudinal and transverse velocity profiles can be obtained In 
steady or unsteady water flows. 

Various cathode-wire configurations, are described through which qualitative 
aspects of the flow about bailies as stagnation and separation point motions are 
depicted. * 
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